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Using particles in Houdini to drive your simulations
Werner Gradwell

What is Houdini:
Houdini is a 3d software package which has a variety of functionality from modelling,
animation, rendering and special effects. Special effects being its major use in the
industry.

Research Introduction
There is quite a few different methods that are possible when comes to creating your
special effects. This document will cover one of these methods, which has endless
possibilities when used.
The process is very streamlined and easily editable due to particles driving the
simulation. This is because the particles are generated in Houdini and can therefore
easily be tweaked. The alternative being importing animation from another software,
which can become a long and painful process when the animations have been
changed.
Particles in Houdini also has a variety of attributes that can be created and used to
create a range of procedural event based effects. For example spawning an explosion
effect when the particle collides with a object, the explosion will spawn in the exact
same location where the particle collides. Therefore changed can very easily be made
by tweaking the particles and it will still spawn the explosion where ever the particle
collides.
Pros








Easily changed
Particle affected by realistic forces that are made by the computer instead of
being animated by a person
Procedural event based
Exact locations and timings
Done within the one program, doesn’t require switching to make changes
Easy to create particles from animation alembics
Instances effects or geometry to each particle

Cons
 Tricky to setup certain events
 Could prove difficult to line-up the particles to the animated scene
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Tutorial:
Getting Started
Houdini's user interface can be divided into 5 main features:


The Tools Shelf has access to most of Houdini's featured tools and nodes
which can be used to quickly start creating your own effects



The Viewport gives a visual representation of how your effects are going to
look and interact with each other



The Node Properties is used to tweak values of the selected node to change
how your effects will look



The Node Network is used to construct a network hierarchy to build on each
other to create better looking effects and interactions. It has a couple of
different levels: the scene level that contains all the objects in the scene,
geometry level that contains nodes that apply to the object and and dynamic
level that apply to the particle and effects



The Timeline is used to start the animations and simulations that are being
created

Tools Shelf
Node Properties

Viewport

Node Network

Timeline
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Step 1: Creating an emitter to generate particles


Create a new Geometry node by pressing tab in the Node Network panel and
typing geometry and clicking and placing it in the network panel, naming it
particle_emitter



Double click on the geometry node to step inside the geometry node and
delete the file node inside
Press tab and create a new Grid geometry. Make it a 2x2 grid by making it 3
rows by 3 columns and change the object type to points
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Add a Delete node and connect it after the grid node. This is because we don’t
want to use every point to generate particles, we only want to use the point
that is at origin. To do that add the number 4 in the group and then change the
operation to delete non-selected and to change the entity to points



Create a pop network( not the old one) and connect it after the delete node
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Double click on this popnet node to step inside. Go to the source node and in
the source tab change the emission type from scatter onto surfaces to points
to create particles from that point



Play in the animation timeline to start the particle simulation, nothing will
seem to have happened. Click point number visualisation and this will reveal a
large number of particles all in the same location, this is because there isn't
any velocity or forces being applied on the particles
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Go to the attributes tab in the node properties of the Source node and in the
initial velocity drop down menu select add to inherited velocity and add a
value of 10 in the y direction of the velocity. Now the particles will shoot
upwards indefinitely



Now we have a lot of particles spraying upwards but we want to control how
many particles are created and when they are created. For this go back to the
birth tab and add a value of 1 to the impulse count and set the constant
activation and constant birth rate to 0, this will create a new particle on every
frame.
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This is still too many particles being created, to create a single particle at
frame one we need to key the activation on and off on a single frame. To do
that ALT click on the impulse activation and impulse count on frame one this
sets a key. Now move to frame 2 and set those two values to 0 and ALT click
them again to key the particles off



Add a gravity force node before the output node, this will make the particle
fall back downwards



Now step back to object level by hovering over the node network panel and
press U once to step out of the dynamic level back to geometry level and press
U again to step to back to object level
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Step 2: Creating Geometry and effects to instance


First we are going to create a basic sphere that's going to be the geometry in
the animation to do this crest another geometry node in the object level and
call it sphere_geo



Step inside to geometry level and delete the file node and create a sphere
node, step back to object level
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Now create another geometry node and call it flame_geo and step inside. This
time we are going to use the file node since we have a flame effect sequence
written out as Houdini geometry that can be called again later to instance and
reduce simulation times.



Click on the file node and find and insert the file path. Step back to object
level
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Step 3: Merging and combining the geometry pieces with the particle


Now if the animation is played we will see a particle shot upwards, a sphere
and a flame effect as geometry but they are all separate of each other at the
moment. We are going to merge them together so that the geometry follows
the particle



Create a geometry node, call it sphere_animation and step inside



Delete the file node, create two object merge nodes and a copy node and
connect them together
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Rename object_merge1 to object_merge_sphere and object_merge2 to
object_merge_particles
For object_merge_sphere in Object 1 select the sphere object by using the
operator chooser. Also in the Transform menu change to Into this Object

For object_merge_ particles in Object 1 select the particle popnet object by
using the operator chooser. Also in the Transform menu change to Into this
Object
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Copy and paste the sphere_animation geometry node, and rename it
flame_animation and step inside
rename object_merge_sphere to object_merge_flame and in Object 1 select
the flame file object by using the operator chooser and step back to object
level



Hide the sphere_geo and flame_geo nodes



When playing the animation we see that the flame effect does not follow the
correct rotation
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To fix this rotation issue step back into the flame_animation node and add a
transform node after the flame object merge and add a value of 270 to the
rotate field in the x-axis



now if the animation is played the sphere and flame effect follows the path of
the particle correctly
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Step 4: Render
 In the Node Network panel in the material tab drag a flames volume shader
into the shop panel



Drag the flames shader onto the flame geometry and select Assign Material
Shader SHOP to object
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At the top of the Viewport go to the Render View tab and click render,
tweaking the shader can create a move flame like effect

This method we can tweak the way our simulation and animation looks by adding
more particles spawning with different velocities and forces applied on it. It has a
wide variety of applications due to all the different particle attributes and these
attributes can be used to create effects.
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